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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Dear Reader, 

Autumn is here. It’s harvest season. Winter is coming. Are you           
prepared?  

In the first article Nicholas West spans the secession movements          
around the world. The trend toward more independence is clearly          
growing stronger. It also crosses political divides but is similar in           
that people seek more freedom and autonomy.  

Next, Vin Armani explains why the decentralized web will require          
a new way of thinking and a different profit model. Copyrights will            
be obsolete. Targeting user profiles with ads will no longer work.           
What will work? 

Brian Berletic wasn’t an architect when he learned 3D design. He           
was just like you. After tinkering for a few years, he discovered the             
simple tools anyone can use to become a competent 3D designer.           
Brian shows you the fast track to get started designing in 3D even             
if you have no experience. 

In the wealth category, I decode the recent and upcoming Bitcoin           
forks, why they’re happening, and which chain is likely to be the            
dominant “bitcoin” when the dust settles. Hint: I don’t think it will            
be Bitcoin (BTC). 
Finally, the Bitcoin and Silver report highlights another wild month. 

Thanks for your membership! In liberty and prosperity,  

Jeff Paul, Editor  
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Age Of Secession And The Desire For Independence 

 

By Nicholas West 
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Last month we discussed the great dangers being posed by tech           
conglomerates as they expand and exert greater control over our          
information and privacy. This month we need to look at the other            
side of a partnership that can be lethal to freedom. Their           
similarities also extend to the response from citizens who are          
seeking their replacements. 

As the image above so perfectly captures: The        
problem-reaction-solution script repeated ad nauseum by the       
State is so obvious that it’s actually worthy of a meme. However,            
never in modern history has the feeling that government itself is           
the chief problem become so pervasive among so many disparate          
groups in so many diverse ways. 

The undercurrent of dissatisfaction that has been building over         
decades seems to be reaching a crescendo where the conflict          
between the rights of the Individual vs. the compulsive power          
sought by the State is transcending the traditional lines drawn by           
political parties, which is likely why we are seeing so many           
manifestations of this struggle taking form. 

As we examine the various “independence” movements, we        
would be remiss if we didn’t acknowledge the geopolitical         
intrigues that actually cause division and unrest. The State, in its           
desire to turn attention away from its own failings, very often           
promotes social conflict so that people turn on one another          
instead of uniting against their common oppressor. In so doing,          
the State can then use internecine disputes to restore order, often           
becoming even more powerful in the process. These        
machinations (and their media coverage) can lead to incredibly         
convoluted dots to connect for anyone who seeks the truth. 

Let’s focus instead on the rising tide of humanity that is pursuing            
ways to opt-out of their entrenched political systems, regardless         
of the debates surrounding whether specific paths will be of any           
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value. In other words, the intention has its own value worth           
examining.  

This trend has commonly been dubbed “The Age of Secession,”          
but I would argue that the desire for personal independence and           
the right to happiness and prosperity is less about breaking away           
from something than it is about moving toward an innate desire           
for Self-Ownership.  

Call it freedom, call it independence, call it liberty, or any one of             
the names that has been assigned to the groups below; it always            
seems to be there beneath the surface waiting for the right           
conditions to fuel the fire. 

NATIONS 

Catalonia has taken center stage among the various        
independence movements as it is becoming the poster child for          
what George Orwell once described as being on the receiving end           
of tyranny – “a boot stamping on a human face forever.” It also             
happens to have the economic power to make full independence          
viable – a common theme among separatist movements. Again,         
the underlying issues are often far more complex than that, and           
the desired form of governance can be debated, but Spain’s          
reaction to the egregious sin of voting for independence is not           
earning it a rightful place at the table of democratic nations. 

The people’s desire to vote for independence looks like this: 
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The State’s reaction to voting for independence, as they         
essentially kidnap citizens for trying to vote and smash ballot          
boxes and heads along the way, looks like this: 
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And when all else fails, as seems to be happening right at this             
moment, Spain is moving to remove Catalonia’s leader Carles         
Puigdemont by invoking a convoluted appeal to democracy        
through language that sounds anything but democratic: 

He (Spain’s Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy) said his        
government was putting an end to “a unilateral process,         
contrary to the law and searching for confrontation” because         
“no government of any democratic country can accept that         
the law be violated, ignored and changed.” (Source) 

Because of course nothing says democracy like removing even         
the possibility of independence. Nevertheless, it appears now that         
Catalonia has prevailed in its defiance as they voted on October           
27th for a fully independent republic. Naturally, it remains to be           
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seen exactly how Spain intends to move forward with this new           
reality, as Prime Minister Rajoy ominously declared that "the rule          
of law will restore legality in Catalonia,” calling for a crisis           
meeting. And although he sacked Catalonia’s leader, Puigdemont        
refuses to leave. The story is certainly still developing. 

Kurdistan is another area experiencing physical (and military)        
upheaval which has led to the forced displacement of nearly          
170,000 people. Somewhat similar to Catalonia, 90%+ of people         
have expressed a desire for independence from their controllers,         
in this case Iraq, but their vote has been declared illegal by Iraq’s             
Prime Minister. The history of the region is already a contentious           
one, but Iraq’s refusal to accept an overwhelming desire to break           
away and become autonomous could become further inflamed.        
Last week, it was reported that Kurdistan’s two main political          
parties issued a joint statement that hopefully does result in what           
is being sought, regardless of the value of any particular outcome: 

"We hereby declare to all parties that we are prepared to           
have unconditional dialogue on the basis of the constitution,         
away from imposing the policy of de facto, attacks or military           
arrogance," the statement read. "Iraq needs to come to the          
discussion table on the basis of recognizing the rights of          
Kurdistan nation. To this end, the government of Kurdistan         
will represent Kurdistan's nation." (Source) 

However, long-standing Kurdish President Masoud Barzani has       
since resigned amidst the turmoil. It’s another volatile situation         
that reveals more each day. 

Britain has fallen along largely economic lines underpinned by         
trade and immigration that was thoroughly changed by the choice          
to enter the European Union. More broadly, it has highlighted the           
fundamental competing interests between a nation with a        
representative government beholden to individuals vs. a globalist        
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committee beholden only to its shareholders. The European        
Union is the epitome of centralized control. For now, Britain has           
chosen to secede from the dictates of authoritarian overlords who          
actually make their home in Brussels, Belgium. The battle rages          
on, however, as Britain remains largely split between supporters         
of EU membership and those in favor of nationalism. The EU itself            
is not taking no for an answer either as they continue to pull             
economic and political levers to penalize the upstart Britain, while          
even those charged with adhering to the terms of Brexit engage in            
their own forms of duplicity to soften those terms. 

Meanwhile, even within Britain, further decentralization has taken        
shape with the Scottish Independence movement. While it        
seems to have been put on the back burner as of late, the             
economic matters underpinning Scotland’s central desire for       
independence – namely its vast oil and gas reserves, as well as a             
proclamation to maintain the pound as part of a formal currency           
union – are likely to keep the debate alive. Here, too, polls            
indicate a pretty clean split between supporters and rejecters of          
Scottish Independence even though the referendum did fail.        
However, with Brexit’s ongoing issues and now especially the fire          
exhibited in Catalonia, we seem to be seeing a resurgence in the            
movement.  

In fact, as reported by The Daily Signal, Catalan flags are           
appearing in Scottish windows, while people in the capital city of           
Edinburgh are wearing pins of solidarity that say “sí.” 
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Credit: Nolan Peterson/The Daily Signal 

Other Countries to Watch 

Brazil has taken part in its own bid at being accepted within a             
centralized effort in bureaucratic governance and trade known as         
BRICS. However, political corruption and a massive economic        
reversal of fortune has left many Brazilians feeling        
disenfranchised and outright exploited. But it is the wealthier         
southern states of Brazil where an undercurrent of separatism         
resides, and has now also been revitalized by developments in          
Catalonia. Although, similarly, Brazil’s constitution forms a barrier        
against easy exit: 

Celso Deucher, the leader of The South is My Country, says           
the region contributes four times as much tax as it receives           
and suffers from a below-average level of political        
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representation. He argues that such an unjust situation        
outweighs any legal concerns. 

“Whenever the subject of separatism comes up, they        
ban it because the federal Constitution does not allow         
it,” he said. “But the law is not immutable.” (Source) 

Italy – The two wealthier northern regions of Veneto and          
Lombardy have made statements against Rome’s central       
authority by holding referendums that already have claimed        
victory in what representatives of both regions see as a vote of            
incredible significance: 

"This is the big bang of institutional reform," Veneto         
President Luca Zaia said in Venice. "We are convinced, and          
I hope Rome understands, that this is not the wish of a            
political party. These are the wishes of the people." 

In Milan, his counterpart in Lombardy, Roberto Maroni, said         
that with the votes, the two regions "can unify our forces so            
we can do the battle of the century." (Source) 

In both cases, there was a 95% or more vote for autonomy. They             
are not seeking full independence, however, and the Italian         
constitution does not outright restrict autonomy, but their        
combined economic power within Italy represents a massive shift         
toward decentralization. 

“In Italy, there has been a resurgence of separatist         
energies,” said Antonio Rapisarda, who has been tracking        
separatist movements for the daily newspaper Il Tempo.        
“From the South Tyrol to Sicily, passing through Rome, there          
are separatist movements throughout Italy that are rooted        
among some of the people who live there.” (Source) 
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Here are 5 other nations to pay attention to, courtesy of           
ZeroHedge, which they surmise could spell the ultimate end for          
the European Union when all else is taken into account: 

● Flanders, Belgium 
● Basques, Spain 
● New Caledonia, France 
● Corsica, France 
● Faroe Islands, Denmark 

And of course we’d probably be remiss not to mention perennial           
contender for sovereignty since the late 1960s – Quebec,         
Canada – though sentiment remains firmly divided. 

STATES 
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In the United States, secessionist movements are also on the          
rise, as fear of the government tops the list for Americans in the             
third straight year.  

Interestingly, the United States Constitution is not a barrier to exit,           
as some other nations’ constitutions are. In fact, the 10th          
Amendment might just offer the clearest path for secessionists.         
Informally known as “states’ rights,” the 10th Amendment is         
increasingly seized upon in all manner of local disagreements         
with federal authority. While it doesn’t allow for a firm declaration           
of independence, it offers an inherent path of autonomy and          
negotiation with the federal government. Moreover, the U.S. has a          
history of secessionist movements that form an ongoing cultural         
dialogue. 

California has long viewed itself - and is often viewed by others -             
as being as divorced from Washington D.C. as is functionally          
possible. Its massive economy, the largest in the U.S. and the           
world’s 6th largest, also lends itself to innate feelings of          
empowerment. The sentiment for a “Calexit” has risen in recent          
years into the 30 percent range. While far off the overwhelming           
numbers seen in some other countries, California’s leading        
secessionist group, The California Freedom Coalition, has       
prepared an initiative to present to voters in 2018. As David           
Marin, director of research and development for the group, states: 

We’re not strictly saying secession right now, but if that          
number gets into the high 40s or 50s, it makes sense to            
consider. And then we have a few more tools to pursue it            
than Catalonia. (Source) 

However, one part of California and a contiguous region to its           
north in Oregon is not prepared even to wait for any secessionist            
pursuits from their own states within the Union. 
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The State of Jefferson is an idea that dates to the 1940s and is              
largely rooted in a feeling based upon “taxation without         
representation” – essentially that the more populous areas of both          
states have more favorable access to government support than         
these rural regions. Their modern brand of suggested autonomy         
began in 2013 and has led to a lawsuit against California’s           
secretary of state. Regardless of the final outcome, it highlights          
the deep division of political views and aims that can occur even            
within the state apparatus and portends further decentralization of         
the concept of secession. 

Texas has a history steeped in secession, but it’s the modern           
“Texit” movement that has been drawing increased attention,        
picking up the moniker in 2016 on the heels of Brexit. With its             
massive population, land size and resources, it very likely could          
make its way without the need for federal overseers. However, an           
interesting indication of federal response toward any Texas        
pushback occurred under the Obama administration when Texas        
had the temerity to take steps toward protecting their citizens from           
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the documented sexual harassment and assault of the federal         
Transportation Security Administration, not to mention standard       
violations of the Fourth Amendment. The government’s response        
was to create a No-Fly Zone over the entire state, showing that            
they are willing to treat one of their own members of the Union             
like it is part of an overseas war zone in order to preserve its              
authority.  

 

Image credit: Concord Monitor 

New Hampshire was another state that drew inspiration from         
Brexit with its own “NHexit” movement. While it has relatively few           
supporters, it illustrates how freedom-minded individuals are       
taking inspiration from all corners of the world to pursue their own            
secessionist concepts. It remains to be seen how many other          
states might sign on. In the words of one proponent, Bob           
Neighbours: 
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“We see how the internet has decentralized a lot of the           
existing power structures,” he said. “Information is more        
accessible and people are growing more and more intolerant         
of the government.” 

PERSONAL SECESSION - “Decentralized Peace” 

As we work inward toward further decentralization, it eventually         
can come down to simple individual choices. Whether one claims          
to be sympathetic to a particular rebellious group or another, we           
still find ourselves with a daily life that demands concrete          
decisions, not merely political rhetoric and theory. 

 

I came across a great example of this in a recent article by             
Charles Hugh Smith related to tax migration. While legal tax          
avoidance and outright illegal tax evasion might be advocated by          
some people as its own type of valid secession from central           
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governance, there is a demonstrable undertow of those who are          
fully working “within the system” and yet are making very large           
statements about their personal commitment to economic       
independence and the right to self-ownership. Smith calls this         
movement “The Migration of the Tax Donkeys.” He believes that          
evidence shows this is already happening, and is bound to          
accelerate as the dynamics highlighted in the graphic above lead          
people away from governmental corruption and intrusion and        
toward areas that are far more friendly and open to The American            
Dream. 

Unlike Communist regimes which strictly control who       
has permission to transfer residency, Americans are still        
free to move about the nation. This creates a very          
Darwinian competition between sclerotic, corrupt, overpriced      
one-party-dictatorships whose hubris-soaked political class     
is convinced the insane housing prices, tech unicorns,        
abundant services, and a high-brow culture ruled by an artsy          
elite are irresistible to everyone; and locales that are         
low-cost, responsive to their Tax Donkey class, welcoming to         
new small businesses, employers and talent, unbeholden to        
a politically-correct dictatorship and conservatively managed,      
i.e. not headed for insolvency. 

Smith concludes with a concise recipe for success that any ethical           
leadership should pursue if they truly care about the economic          
health of their community and citizenry: 

Dear local leadership: here's the formula for long-term        
success: welcome talent from everywhere in the U.S. and         
the world; make it cheap and quick to open a business, and            
cheap to operate that business; make public spaces free,         
safe and well-maintained; insist on a transparent, responsive        
government obsessed with serving the public as frugally as         
possible; support a political class drawn from people with         
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real-world enterprise experience, not professional politicos,      
lobbyists, etc., and treat incoming capital well--not just        
financial capital but intellectual, social and human capital.        
Focus on building collaboration between education and       
enterprise--foster apprenticeships not just in the trades but in         
every field of endeavor. 

Provide all these things and success will follow; ignore all          
these in favor entrenched elites and fiefdoms and go broke          
as those paying the taxes decide to save their sanity, health           
and future by getting out while the getting's good. 

I would add that this migration can take many non-traditional          
forms. The search for the recipe of prosperity that Smith outlined           
so well for the United States can also be applied to regions            
outside of one’s own country of birth. Many times, the only thing            
keeping people from pursuing other locales is an embedded         
sense of patriotism. Global economies are in greater flux than          
ever before, as technology and infrastructure are transforming the         
former “Third World” into worthy competitors of those we         
traditionally have considered the First. Politics continually shift as         
new governments enter with new policies. It is a world that is            
expanding with potential, as well as rewarding flexibility and         
innovation more than ever. 

Some of these new migrations include voluntary societies such as          
the well-known libertarian stronghold called the Free State        
Project. Many other startup communities have arisen including        
Liberstad, a newly designed village in Norway which has received          
support from more than 100 investors in 27 countries to establish           
a 100% private city, no government whatsoever. Even        
seasteading has become a movement as people are willing to          
migrate to the world’s oceans if necessary in order to make their            
own ideas of voluntarism a reality. 
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Book Available on Amazon 

For those who would like more specific information about these          
emerging concepts, I would recommend visiting discussions on        
the topic at Steemit, as well as the website for the Startup            
Societies Foundation, which includes summits taking place       
around the world. 

Naturally, not everyone can simply up and leave, and the          
reasoning of staunch patriotism is certainly to be respected, but          
opening one’s mind and borders could offer unconsidered        
opportunities for economic and personal development. 

Conclusion 

While any move away from centralized authoritarian control over         
our lives will always get our vote at Counter Markets, we should            
never forego the principles in favor of merely the politics. As old            
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forms of governance get toppled, restructured, or disrupted, the         
clearest path to independence is often the change that we          
personally can implement, right now. Shop locally, build networks         
of management and security that best support the area where we           
live, support voluntary means of exchange within the        
counter-economy, take measures to reduce tax dependence,       
understand the benefits of the blockchain, cryptocurrencies, and        
digital economies. Most importantly, acquire the knowledge and        
skills that make independence an immutable way of life, not only           
a nebulous political mantra. 

Such is the decentralized power of peace. It inspires all to           
yield the urge for power in order to open a space for others             
to come forward, a principle necessary for democratic        
dialogue. -- Nozomi Hayase 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

A Decentralized Web Requires A New Profit Model 

 

By Vin Armani 

On September 15th, I woke up to several tweets informing me           
that the YouTube channel of Activist Post had been terminated by           
YouTube. This came as a complete shock. The only content on           
that channel (with just a handful of exceptions) were clips from my            
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weekly show. The channel had never been flagged for         
inappropriate content or given any past “strikes.” When the staff at           
Activist Post requested a review, the response from YouTube was          
that they had chosen to uphold the channel termination. No          
reason was ever given beyond “the channel violated our         
community guidelines.” No specific video was cited. I know that          
the show we present does not violate YouTube’s community         
guidelines in any way. Even more strange was the fact that my            
own channel, containing the original broadcasts from which        
Activist Post drew the clips, is still up. No strikes on that account             
either.  

My show has been running, weekly, for over a year now. In that             
time, we’ve heavily covered issues of censorship. Unlike in         
previous eras where censorship was primarily the domain of State          
actors, the new censorship regime consists of small groups of          
arbiters at the major tech companies. Facebook, Google, and         
Twitter have all stepped up their censorship behavior in the past           
several months and are now explicitly and openly coordinating         
those efforts with the U.S. government. It doesn’t take a crystal           
ball to see the logical progression of the new media landscape. 

We’ve written about the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) in         
several previous issues of Counter Markets. The takedown of         
hundreds of individual pieces of my content, without explanation,         
motivated me to start experimenting with code for an IPFS-based          
alternative.  

At the end of October, I put an early alpha release of working             
code - I call the project AgoraTube - on GitHub. In the coming             
months I will be improving on the code. My goal is to give a              
starting point for hundreds of censorship-resistant alternatives to        
the current regime.  

As I wrote code over the past few months, I couldn’t help but             
meditate on the implications for the entrepreneurs who will be          
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moving into this space as it inevitably expands. The introduction          
of streaming media and easy-to-use platforms like YouTube        
changed not just the world of content creation, but media in           
general. From newspapers (whose online stories regularly have        
embedded video content), to niche vloggers, the ability to easily          
create, upload, and share content changed the economy and the          
consumption habits of the world.  

Controlling and facilitating the distribution of this new media has          
turned players like YouTube and Facebook into powerful        
economic engines and formidable political power players. But        
technologies are on the rise that will disrupt this hegemony.  

In this article I will lay out the business model of the current             
landscape and also discuss how the new decentralized Web         
requires a new way of thinking about your business online. 

A “Revolution” Is At Hand 

“Decentralization” is the trendiest word in tech. With        
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin set to disrupt markets at their very          
foundation (money) it should be no surprise that scores of new           
ventures are launching with the word “decentralized” in their         
description. From “decentralized search” to “decentralized      
gaming,” everyone wants in on the action. Unfortunately, very few          
of the people so eager to label themselves with the word know            
what it means. Even fewer truly understand its implications for          
their business model.  

It reminds me of a speech Malcolm X gave in this very month             
(November), 54 years ago (1963). The speech is most often          
referred to as “Message To The Grassroots.” In this powerful          
speech, Malcolm criticizes the use of the word “revolution” to          
describe the activities of the (nonviolent) civil rights movement in          
full swing at the time: 
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First, what is a revolution? Sometimes I’m inclined to believe          
that many of our people are using this word “revolution”          
loosely, without taking careful consideration [of] what this        
word actually means, and what its historic characteristics        
are. When you study the historic nature of revolutions, the          
motive of a revolution, the objective of a revolution, and the           
result of a revolution, and the methods used in a revolution,           
you may change words. You may devise another program.         
You may change your goal and you may change your mind. 

Look at the American Revolution in 1776. That revolution         
was for what? For land. Why did they want land?          
Independence. How was it carried out? Bloodshed. Number        
one, it was based on land, the basis of independence. And           
the only way they could get it was bloodshed. The French           
Revolution — what was it based on? The land-less against          
the landlord. What was it for? Land. How did they get it?            
Bloodshed. Was no love lost; was no compromise; was no          
negotiation. I’m telling you, you don’t know what a revolution          
is. ’Cause when you find out what it is, you’ll get back in the              
alley; you’ll get out of the way. The Russian Revolution —           
what was it based on? Land. The land-less against the          
landlord. How did they bring it about? Bloodshed. You         
haven’t got a revolution that doesn’t involve bloodshed. And         
you’re afraid to bleed. I said, you’re afraid to bleed. 

Malcolm was admonishing his audience that “revolution”       
necessarily means bloodshed and any prospective revolutionary       
afraid to bleed wasn’t really a revolutionary at all.  

I am admonishing you, dear reader, that true decentralization         
means the relinquishing of control. Any entrepreneur who builds a          
business where he maintains control over the familiar leverage of          
the old paradigm (namely intellectual property), is not building a          
decentralized system. This goes right down to control of         
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usernames and passwords. Truly decentralized systems are open        
and permissionless.  

Also relinquished in a truly decentralized system is the ability to           
alter a record once entered. Immutability is a feature of truly           
decentralized systems like Bitcoin. Even Satoshi Nakamoto, the        
creator of Bitcoin himself, couldn’t alter or remove a record of a            
transaction between you and I once it has been confirmed in the            
blockchain. In a decentralized system, even the creator of         
YouTube wouldn’t be able to terminate access to my content once           
it had been added to the system.  

Leveraging such control (the ability to censor), however, is crucial          
to the profitability of YouTube (and to the profitability of many           
copyright holders whose content is on YouTube). Profitability in         
the decentralized paradigm requires a whole new mode of         
thinking. 

The Centralized Status Quo 

The business models that have arisen in the last two decades of            
online business center around control. Primarily this control        
comes in the form of control of access to: 

● The network itself (either the entire Internet or a specific          
segment) 

● Content (visual and audio media; code [mostly in the form of           
digital tools]; data) 

● Users (primarily in the form of leads for targeted advertising) 

Internet Service Providers (ISPs), data centers, and hosting        
companies are the foundational online industries. Your ISP sells         
you access to the Internet. Data centers rent space to hosting           
companies. Any business that wants to reach you via your ISP is            
going to need to contract with a hosting company (or a data            
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center directly) to house the server - i.e. a web, mail, or            
streaming server - to which you will connect.  

ISPs have deep connections with local and national governments.         
Their activities are heavily regulated in most countries. Data         
centers, as the name implies, are centralized nodes on the          
Internet through which massive amounts of data is passed. The          
major players in the video game space use tightly controlled          
permissioned access to their “walled garden” networks and data         
centers (Battle.net, XBox Live, The Playstation Network) to bring         
in profits in the hundreds of millions of dollars per month.  

As revelations from people like Edward Snowden made clear,         
governments and other entities can use the centralized nature of          
data centers to control and monitor the data flow from millions of            
individual users. Hosting companies have shown a willingness to         
disable the servers of paying customers whose views are not          
aligned to the views of the hosting company’s executives. The          
takedown of The Daily Stormer by GoDaddy, Google, and         
Cloudflare is a recent example. The decentralized Web, as         
envisioned by the developers of IPFS, eliminates a significant         
portion of this control apparatus. 

From pornography to stock images to the latest music and films,           
sales of access to digital media has been a part of the Internet             
since its very beginning. Additionally, as more and more people          
have begun participating on the producer side of the online          
marketplace, the sale of access to code has become quite          
lucrative. Such sales take the form of everything from pre-made          
Wordpress Themes to pay-per-download mobile apps. Complex       
and evolving forms of digital rights management (DRM) form the          
crux of any content sales business. Whether in the form of           
permissioned access to a site or activation codes for software,          
businesses in the space leverage their ability to centralize control          
of intellectual property. Furthermore, those copyright holders have        
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a vested interest in leveraging State power to track down and           
punish those - like file-sharers - who threaten such control. 

Social Media companies sell eyeballs to advertisers. YouTube,        
Twitter, and Facebook have built their business model on tracking          
your activity, using the resulting data to create a profile of your            
like and dislikes, and then allowing advertisers to purchase         
access to your eyeballs while you browse their network.         
Profitability in this segment of the industry requires tens of millions           
of active users, at a minimum. The big boys (like YouTube) boast            
hundreds of millions of eyeballs for rent at any given time. The            
sheer weight of user traffic demands monolithic, centralized        
networks just to keep the major social media networks operating          
in a usable manner. 

Decentralize All The Things 

If the current path to profitability in the online space is a path             
toward more and more centralized control, how is anyone going to           
make a living on a decentralized web? 

IPFS, when used as designed, turns everyone surfing the         
decentralized web into a node in the network. Each node uses a            
small portion of its resources to host (storage) and serve          
(bandwidth) data. If even of a small portion of current Internet           
users were to run as IPFS nodes, the IPFS network’s capacity           
would dwarf that of the traditional data centers. Furthermore, that          
resulting IPFS network would be free from any form of centralized           
control AND completely free to use in terms of cost. Hosting your            
site or content on IPFS costs nothing and is censorship resistant.           
It is likely that other platforms will emerge to challenge IPFS, but            
IPFS does have one interesting aspect that may secure its place           
as the dominant protocol for the decentralized web. That aspect is           
the integration with the soon-to-be-released currency Filecoin. 
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The existing business model for data centers and hosts is to           
control as large a percentage of a fixed resource (bandwidth in a            
particular area) as possible. The location and quality of the          
physical fiber backbone of the Internet is the primary determinant          
of the value of data center “real estate.” The decentralized web           
exists in a paradigm where each new node adds additional          
bandwidth to the overall network. Bandwidth is no longer a fixed           
and finite resource.  

Connecting Filecoin to IPFS incentivizes market participants to        
constantly add more resources to the network. Filecoin “miners”         
are rewarded with the cryptocurrency for the percentage of         
storage and bandwidth that they have added to the network. The           
decentralized, mesh nature of IPFS may even open up the value           
of the latent, unused wireless bandwidth present throughout the         
world. The “data centers” in the new paradigm will be individuals           
and companies opening up more and more free bandwidth and          
storage to the public. This is a complete reversal of the current            
business model. 

Once code or content are up on the decentralized web, they are            
viewable (and usable) by everyone. A certain degree of access          
control is possible with encryption and obfuscation, but that         
control pales in comparison to the control that content creators          
and hosts have in the current centralized paradigm. This will          
necessarily evolve the business of content. Hiding your product         
behind a paywall becomes a moot point if that content somehow           
finds its way (through even one pirate) onto IPFS. Also gone is            
the ability to send a “takedown order” or sue a host for damages.             
Who do you sue in a decentralized paradigm where thousands of           
nodes each hold thousands of copies of your content (without          
even knowing what content they are caching)? To whom do you           
send the takedown notice? 
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Already, the music industry is experiencing a shift away from the           
sale of music toward a model where the music serves as a            
marketing vehicle for live performances and merchandise. In the         
last half century, film and television business model changes have          
followed similar changes in the music industry - iTunes sold music           
first, but you can purchase movies and television shows on the           
platform now as well. The decentralized web will be the fertile           
ground from which springs the innovative new business models of          
the new film and publishing industries. 

In terms of code, the decentralized web demands a whole new           
way of thinking when it comes to developing online applications.          
Instead of companies needing massive server farms from which         
to process and serve data to website visitors, the individual          
user’s browser will become the processing platform. At the         
moment, such development will rely upon Javascript. While        
obfuscation of code will provide some deterrence for competitors,         
companies will have to find new ways to maintain market share           
without the legal (or structural) protection of a business model that           
relies on proprietary code. Once the code is in the wild on the             
decentralized web, its future use is out of anyone’s control. 

Without a centralized datastore, and without the ability to monitor          
all traffic to a particular page (because a page on IPFS is served             
from potentially millions of individual nodes, all over the world),          
the collection of audience analytics becomes virtually impossible.        
IPFS does not, itself, have a high degree of anonymity. However,           
layers of anonymity (such as those in TOR) are being developed           
in conjunction with IPFS. Decentralized social networks facilitate        
private 1-to-1 connections between their users. Selling targeted        
user eyeballs will not be a viable business model on the           
decentralized web. However, the use of a (Ethereum)        
token-based economy is an entirely viable option. Swarm City is          
an example of just such a decentralized social network (and          
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marketplace). It will be interesting to see how their own token           
model evolves with their upcoming Storefront release. 

A Message To The Grassroots 

As a reader of Counter Markets, you are already part of an            
entrepreneurial vanguard. The paradigm shift described in this        
article is a foregone conclusion. It is up to us to explore this new              
environment and experiment with new forms of enterprise. I’m         
incredibly excited to have a front-row seat for this show and I’m            
glad we get to watch it play out together. 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
Getting Started With 3D Design 

 

By Brian Berletic 

3D design is not just for designers anymore. It is for everyone,            
anywhere, who wants to turn almost any idea in their head into a             
visual representation, before possibly moving on to create it. 

The tools are so simple that virtually anyone regardless of          
background can get into it, including children. Many of the tools           
out there are also free, meaning that anyone with a computer, a            
keyboard, a mouse, and an Internet connection can get started. 
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Because of the popularity of many of these easy-to-use and free           
3D design software applications and the maturity of video sharing          
platforms, free tutorials are available in virtually every language         
and done to suit almost any learning style. This makes it easy for             
people to get started and advance themselves without enrolling in          
expensive courses or buying expensive books. 

In fact, the only barriers preventing most people from getting          
started with 3D design is knowing how easy and accessible it is            
and how it can be applied. 

Who Uses 3D Design and Why? 

Many may imagine 3D design being used only by designers and           
engineers. But this isn’t true at all. Everyone from woodworkers          
and farmers to doctors and artists are finding uses for 3D design. 

Urban farmer Curtis Stone uses 3D design application SketchUp         
to design plots and lay out beds both for himself and as part of his               
consulting and educational activities. Because of the intuitive        
layout and workflow of SketchUp, Curtis is able to draw up useful            
visual reference points he can share with others in the matter of            
minutes. 

Biotech technician-turned-woodworker Marc Spagnuolo of the      
popular Wood Whisperer podcast uses SketchUp for 3D design         
too. By creating designs in 3D first, he and his audience can see             
from all angles the plans for any piece of work before ever putting             
a mark on a piece of wood. 

Plans that are in 3D allow people to share them and modify them             
in ways that plans on paper cannot. The ability to explore a 3D             
model from all angles is also a powerful advantage over plans or            
sketches on paper.  
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For doctors, learning 3D design means being able to take data           
from medical scans, and translate them into a 3D model that can            
either be used ‘as is’ to plan ahead for surgery or other treatment             
options, or to actually 3D print out a physical model to explore and             
practice on. 

3DPrint.com has an entire archive of articles covering how         
hospitals and doctors are using 3D design and 3D printing to           
enhance medical procedures. 

For artists of all kinds, 3D design allows them to plan projects            
ahead of time, especially installations, but also sketch out models          
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in 3D to be used in 2D paintings as well. While concept artists             
usually produce static images presented in 2D, the use of 3D           
models they can import and digitally paint over allows them to           
reuse and reposition assets from scene to scene. 

Artist Harlad Belker uses SketchUp for vehicle concept designs         
for the movie industry. He estimates that the use of 3D design in             
his artwork helped him illustrate and publish his book 2 years           
sooner than if he used conventional means.  

Beyond these occupations and hobbies, there is another        
important reason for people to consider getting into 3D design:          
personal manufacturing. 

Personal manufacturing is the use of computer-controlled       
machines to take 3D designs and convert them into physical          
objects either by adding material like plastic, resin, or sintered          
metal powder layer by layer, or cutting it away from a solid block             
of material. 

As personal manufacturing platforms like 3D printing drop in price          
and improve in their ease-of-use, they find themselves turning up          
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everywhere from schools and workshops to hospitals and factory         
floors. They are used for everything from creating one-off         
solutions around the house, office, or factory, to prototyping new          
designs before committing to mass production. 

Everyone from hobbyists and artists to tinkerers and inventors         
find themselves employing personal manufacturing in greater       
numbers year-to-year. There are extensive and growing libraries        
online full of 3D models created and shared freely by designers,           
engineers, and hobbyists of every kind that others with no          
background at all in 3D design can download and print or mill.  

But the real power of personal manufacturing can only be truly           
unlocked if those using it are familiar with the tools of 3D design             
and can make for themselves precisely what they need or want. 

Getting Started With 3D Design 

Getting started with 3D design is as simple as choosing a 3D            
design application and finding the basic resources you need to          
guide you through setup, learning the basic tools and workflow,          
and creating your first, simple 3D models. 

From there, you can progress at your own pace in the direction            
that suits your needs, all depending on what exactly you want to            
use 3D design for. 

Readers will notice SketchUp was mentioned several times. It is          
an excellent and versatile 3D design application originally        
developed by Google, and later sold off to California-based tech          
firm, Trimble. 

It is suitable for beginners and industry professionals of every          
kind. Classes are available around the world at makerspaces and          
design schools for children, students, and adults. The number of          
free resources online both to teach SketchUp and find developers          
who produce a wide variety of free add-ons is enormous. 
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Designers ranging from architects, interior and industrial       
designers, to concept artists, graphic designers, and engineers        
employ SketchUp at work and for their personal projects at home. 

Files produced in SketchUp can easily be exported in file formats           
used for 3D printing and computer-controlled laser cutters and         
milling machines. 

Getting the Application: Best of all, the basic version of          
SketchUp, called SketchUp Make, with most of the features both          
beginners and even professionals need, is free to download and          
use. While SketchUp does have a pro version for sale with many            
more features, users most likely will not need to use it unless they             
want to. 

Finding Free Tutorials: SketchUp comes with built-in video        
tutorials and also has a channel on YouTube with a series of            
videos for beginners. Searching through YouTube and other video         
sharing platforms will reveal a huge number of SketchUp tutorials          
in multiple languages and teaching styles. 

Learning More After the Basics: For those who master the          
basics, moving past obstacles is as easy as entering search          
terms for what you’re trying to do, and finding the appropriate           
tutorial to help you do it. For example, typing in “making spiral            
staircase in sketchup” into a search engine brings up this video           
here where a user simply modeled a spiral staircase with no           
commentary or music, but shows step-by-step how it was done.          
Those with even a little basic background in SketchUp can use           
this at least as a starting point. 

Learning By Doing: Basic tutorials are the first hurdle that          
aspiring 3D designers must cross before moving on to projects          
more relevant to them. It requires sitting through lessons building          
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up basic geometric shapes, learning how to group objects, apply          
materials, as well as saving, exporting, and sharing files.  

But after doing these first, generic examples, it is a good idea to             
pick a project of personal interest and use the method described           
above to move past stages in the project that you lack the skills             
and experience to do on your own. Looking up different ways to            
make the shapes you need for the project you are working on            
takes effort, but if it is a project you have personal interest in, it is               
a lot easier to make that effort than doing someone else’s project            
or example. 

Getting Plugins, Extensions, and Add-ons: SketchUp’s basic       
tools can accomplish a lot. But there are many extra tools           
developed by coders around the world that help make certain          
tasks easier, and other tasks that are impossible by default, made           
both possible and effortless. 
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SketchUp itself has an Extension Warehouse where users can         
browse, download, and install add-ons that enhance SketchUp’s        
basic toolset. These include tools which auto-generate more        
advanced geometry that, while technically possible with       
SketchUp’s basic tools, are very difficult and time consuming to          
accomplish. They also include extensions that export SketchUp        
files into other file formats used in other 3D design applications or            
for personal manufacturing. Some extensions allow users to        
create photorealistic renders like those used in interior or product          
design. 

Finding and Sharing 3D Models: SketchUp also has an extensive          
3D Warehouse full of models users can download for free and           
import directly into their SketchUp workspace. This is useful for          
quickly visualizing large spaces that require common objects like         
furniture, vehicles, or trees that can be time consuming to model           
on your own. 

By downloading and using existing models from the 3D         
Warehouse, you are free to focus more time on actually sketching           
out your idea rather than creating all of the individual components           
from scratch. After the main idea is sketched out, users can go            
back and customize the parts they’d like. 
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The 3D Warehouse also allows users to upload their own models           
to share. Companies and freelance designers often use their         
SketchUp 3D Warehouse profiles to promote their work or         
products. Furniture, appliance, and hardware companies often       
upload assets to the warehouse for interior designers, engineers,         
and architects to use in their proposals. 

Other 3D Design Applications 

While SketchUp is probably the easiest and most prolific 3D          
design application out there, it isn’t the only one. Another popular           
opensource and free 3D design application is Blender. Blender         
not only allows users to do 3D design, it also is used for animation              
and even video editing. It is far more complex and takes more            
time to use. Its controls are far from intuitive, but for those who             
invest the time and effort into learning them, they will have access            
to a far more powerful application than SketchUp. 

Autodesk’s AutoCAD, Fusion 360, Inventor, and 3ds Max are all          
powerful but expensive and complex platforms used primarily by         
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professionals in the engineering, architecture, and entertainment       
industries. 

The good thing about all 3D design applications is that there is a             
degree of shared commonality between them. Those who get         
started in SketchUp and want to graduate to expensive and          
powerful industry applications can do so easier than starting from          
scratch. 

Why You Should Get Started 

As technology advances, especially in the field of        
computer-controlled manufacturing, a greater percentage of the       
world around us is going to be built by automated systems           
fabricating everything around us based on designs that someone         
produced in 3D. 

 

Just as computer literacy is essential today in a world where our            
information is now digital, when the creation of our physical world           
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is likewise driven by digital manufacturing, design literacy will be          
just as important. 

Around the world, schools are already starting to teach 3D design           
to students just as years ago basic computer skills were taught.           
While 3D design and personal manufacturing is still a niche          
skillset today, the number of people acquiring and using these          
skills is growing quickly every year. 

No longer the domain of professional designers, with sharing files          
and images as easy as ever, and as 3D printers and other forms             
of personal manufacturing appear in our communities or on our          
desktops, anyone who wants to make anything for any reason is           
going to find 3D design an essential skill in the near to            
intermediate future. 

It could become a passionate hobby, an opportunity for part-time          
freelance work, or the foundation of a life-long profession. 

In terms of self-sufficiency and localization, when we talk about          
building the world we want to live in, it makes sense that in an              
increasingly technological society, we should learn how to create         
plans, share our ideas, and express our concepts with 3D design. 
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WEALTH 

Bitcoin Forks And Scaling Decoded. Will The Real Bitcoin         
Please Stand Up? 

 

By Jeff Paul  

If Bitcoin was working properly, there wouldn't be support for          
forks. Forks are merely software updates. Yet because Bitcoin         
lacks a central decision maker, it's challenging to get all parties to            
agree on updates. 

The problem is that “working properly” means different things to          
different parties because Bitcoin is not just one thing. To some it's            
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primarily a store of value. To others it’s a currency and a payment             
network. Others focus on the computer protocol and equipment         
needed to maintain it. Bitcoin has users, developers, vendors,         
miners, wallets, exchanges and investors; each with their own         
self-interest and different opinion on scaling. 

The failure to scale Bitcoin fast enough has caused bitter division           
and demand for better versions. After one successful fork (Bitcoin          
Cash), others are now happening. What are they? What makes          
them different? Who's behind them? And which one has the best           
chance to succeed? 

Let’s start from the beginning. 

In 2012, cryptocurrency pioneer Erik Voorhees launched       
SatoshiDICE, an online dice game that settled bets directly on the           
Bitcoin blockchain. Odds were provably fair, payouts were nearly         
instant, nearly free, permanent and secured by the most powerful          
computing network on the planet (Bitcoin). 

Within weeks, however, the site became responsible for more         
Bitcoin transactions than all other uses combined. Some accused         
SatoshiDICE of “spamming” the network, sparking one of the first          
discussions about scaling Bitcoin. It played out on the Bitcoin Talk           
forum in May 2012 in a post where Voorhees celebrated an           
“all-time transaction record.” 

Voorees writes: 

“We just hit the all time Bitcoin transaction record...The         
transactions are actually real people placing real bets, so I guess           
they are legitimate for the transaction count, right?” 

One user responds “Isn't there a 1000-txn per block limit in place?            
Seems like satoshidice could cause that to be hit very quickly.” 
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The question left Voorhees and other “Legendary” and “Hero”         
forum members confused: 

Voorhees responds by saying that such a low number of          
transactions per block is “Not suitable for a currency that will take            
over the world.” 

I agree with Erik. It seems to me that a truly scalable Bitcoin             
should be able to handle thousands of sites like SatoshiDICE and           
many other applications in the micro-economy settling directly on         
the blockchain. Otherwise, what's the point of scaling? 

The 1000 transaction per block limit mentioned in the thread was           
actually incorrect. The limit was closer to 2260 transactions per          
1MB block. Yet, obviously, it still proved to be woefully          
inadequate. 

Interestingly, Theymos, the controversial admin of BitcoinTalk and        
/r/Bitcoin on Reddit, joined the thread to explain Satoshi         
Nakamoto's vision for scaling: 
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Theymos, who now opposes raising the block size, wrote: 

Yeah, the 1MB max block size is an arbitrary limit meant to            
stop the chain size from expanding too quickly. The technical          
limit is much higher (probably at least a million transactions).          
Satoshi planned to increase the max block size when         
legitimate transaction volume made it necessary. 

… 

The current average transaction count per block is ~60, so          
we're far from the limit. 

Well, today we're way above that limit. Bitcoin blocks are full.           
That's why fees are high and transactions are slow. Transactions          
routinely cost more than $5 and can take 12 or more hours to             
confirm. In short, Bitcoin is far from the original promise of nearly            
“instant and free transactions.” 

It's no longer practical for people to use Bitcoin as money or            
retailers to use it as a payment network. Bitcoin Core's scaling           
solution (a side chain called SegWit) has failed to relieve network           
congestion. As a result, Bitcoin is losing users and developers.          
Developers have less confidence in dedicating resources to        
develop on the Bitcoin network. 

High fees and slow transactions killed many innovative Bitcoin         
projects. Gaming sites like SatoshiDICE that settled bets on-chain         
disappeared. Micropayment and tipping projects like ChangeTip       
disappeared. Coin mixers that enabled more anonymity in        
transactions disappeared. Vending machine developers also      
shelved their projects...until recently. More on that soon. 
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First, let's examine how these recent forks came about and what           
problems they aim to solve. 

Bitcoin Scaling & Forks Decoded 

The upcoming SegWit2X fork planned for mid-November       
originated as a compromise agreement between a large        
cross-section of Bitcoin companies. In May 2017 they agreed to          
adopting SegWit and increasing the block size from 1MB to 2MB.           
This became known as the New York Agreement. 

The original purpose of the proposal was to avoid a split in the             
community, as stated by developer Sergio Demian Lerner in a          
plea to bring people together in March: 

The sole objective of this proposal is to re-unite the Bitcoin           
community and avoid a cryptocurrency split. Segwit2Mb       
does not aim to be best possible technical solution to solve           
Bitcoin technical limitations. However, this proposal does not        
imply a compromise to the future scalability or        
decentralization of Bitcoin, as a small increase in block size          
has been proven by several core and non-core developers         
not to affect Bitcoin value propositions. 

However, instead of avoiding a split, the SegWit2X proposal itself          
represents the third contentious split of Bitcoin since the New          
York consensus. 

This summer, Bitcoin Core devs launched Segregated Witness        
(SegWit) update on Bitcoin (BTC) while stating opposition to         
increasing blocks to 2MB. They argued that raising the block size           
could make it more expensive to run a full Bitcoin node which in             
turn might result in fewer full nodes potentially making Bitcoin less           
decentralized. Yet, all they did was make Bitcoin less useful as           
money. 
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The SegWit update then triggered the Bitcoin Cash fork in August           
which rejected SegWit and raised the block size to 8MB.  

The situation that led to the Bitcoin Cash are explained well by            
Vee Tardrew of Bitstocks: 

Up until 1 August 2017, the Bitcoin network had suffered          
from a stall in development as a result of an impasse of            
developers and the community regarding a viable scaling        
solution. You see, Bitcoin had gathered significant adoption        
and with it came a substantial increase in the number of           
transactions taking place. Because the Bitcoin blockchain       
had a 1MB block limit, miners were not able to keep up with             
the demand and processing time became slower and slower,         
at a maximum capacity of 7 transactions per second. (The          
current rate is reported to be between 2 - 3 transactions per            
second.) Subsequently, fees increased as users tried to        
incentivise quicker transaction times by paying higher fees        
for priority processing. With a vision of rivaling the capacity          
of the likes of the Visa or MasterCard networks, with          
low-cost transactions, Bitcoin desperately needed a solution. 

But being a decentralised technology meant that a majority         
consensus needed to be reached for any code changes to          
take place. And this is where the deadlock came about. With           
two different ‘camps’ presenting two different solutions,       
agreement was hard to come by. 

One option called SegWit, proposed a solution that would         
enable off-chain scaling, while the second put forward an         
on-chain scaling solution which allowed for an 8MB block         
size. SegWit activation would see a change to the way that           
data within the block was structured, alleviating an issue         
called transactional malleability, and allowing for additional       
applications to run using the Bitcoin blockchain as a         
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foundation. Essentially, this SegWit approach makes Bitcoin       
more akin to a multi-layered settlement system as opposed         
to a form of money. On the other hand, the bigger block            
supporters claimed SegWit was unnecessary and that       
Bitcoin would simply find itself in the same situation further          
down the line if it did not implement an increase in block            
size. 

The Bitcoin Cash (BCH) fork garnered enough market and mining          
support to hold steady as the third highest market cap of all            
cryptocurrencies (above $10 billion at the time of this writing).          
Bitcoin Cash's instant verifications and tiny fees re-enable some         
very exciting projects. More on this soon. 

Bitcoin Core (BTC) supporters cried foul after the fork. They          
warned that bigger blocks incentivize more centralized mining.        
They claimed people mining BCH were “stealing” hash power         
from the BTC network. Some even said they were “attacking”          
BTC for choosing to mine another blockchain. 

Then extremists in the “miners are the problem” camp were          
behind the Bitcoin Gold (BTG) fork in late October as an attempt            
to decentralize mining. Bitcoin Gold is incompatible with the         
Bitcoin blockchain according to Coinbase. Bitcoin Gold changes        
the hashing algorithm from Sha256 which requires specialized        
ASIC mining equipment to Equihash (used by Zcash and others)          
which allows for GPU mining. Bitcoin Gold developers still have          
not released its code and they're pre-mining 100,000, leaving         
many to believe it's a bit scammy. 

Meanwhile, the SegWit2X fork rapidly approaches and it's unclear         
how it's all going to play out. Segwit2X appears to still have            
support among some heavy hitters in the Bitcoin space like          
Coinbase, BitPay and some large miners. 
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If the SegWit2X upgrade to Bitcoin (BTC) happens without a          
hitch, the price will likely skyrocket. But it's a temporary solution.           
It's still a fragile compromise among warring parties. And because          
of the success of previous forks like Bitcoin Cash, it may already            
be too late to make peace. If that's the case, the BTC chain may              
lose its dominance over time. 

Summary of Bitcoin Forks 

Bitcoin Core (BTC) – Supply Cap: 21 million. 1 MB block size.            
Blocks are full (high fees, slow transactions). Scaling method:         
Side chains like SegWit and lightning networks aim to relieve          
congestion. Core devs claim increasing block sizes may reduce         
the number of full nodes making the network less distributed. BTC           
(SegWit1X) can currently handle up to 425,000 transactions per         
day. 

Bitcoin Cash (BCH) – Supply Cap: 21 million. 8 MB block sizes.            
Mining difficulty adjustments ensure speed and lower fees.        
Scaling method: Bigger blocks. BCH can expand up to 32MB          
blocks without a fork. BCH aims to provide platform for instant           
micropayments and displace global payment systems like Visa. It         
can already handle up to 8,000,000 transactions per day. 

Bitcoin Gold (BTG) – Supply Cap: 21 million. 1 MB block size.            
Changed from Sha256 algorithm to Equihash to enable GPU         
mining in attempt to increase miner distribution. No code released          
yet. Developers are said to be pre-mining 100,000 BTGs before          
release. Scaling method: side chains. BTG can handle up to          
425,000 transactions per day. 

Bitcoin S2X (November fork) – Fork maintains SegWit adoption         
while also increasing the block size to 2 MB as per the New York              
Agreement that was a compromise observed by several large         
Bitcoin companies. Bitcoin SegWit2X will be able to handle up to           
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800,000 transactions per day – twice that of BTC-S1X, but only           
10% of Bitcoin Cash's capacity. 

Graphic is from BitcoinGold.org 

Any new cryptocurrency faces the huge challenge of gaining user          
adoption. Forks of Bitcoin bypass that by piggybacking on         
Bitcoin's network effect. Forks act like stock splits. Holders of          
Bitcoin get an equal number of the tokens on the new forked            
chains. This network gives them instant market value. Yet they          
still require support from miners, wallets and exchanges to be          
secure and useful. 

If you have bitcoin in a wallet where you hold the private keys,             
you'll be able to receive the SegWit2X units when it forks,           
assuming it doesn't just become the upgraded Bitcoin. (See Vin          
Armani's video tutorial on how to generate your private keys split           
fork coins). If you hold your bitcoin at Coinbase, they'll          
automatically handle the split for you. 

Coinbase originally wrote this about SegWit2X “Within 24 hours         
post fork. Coinbase customers will be able to buy and sell both            
Bitcoin and Bitcoin2x. When you visit Coinbase.com or open your          
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Coinbase app, you will see your new Bitcoin2x balance (in          
Accounts).” 

A few days later Coinbase clarified, “We are going to call the            
chain with the most accumulated difficulty Bitcoin.” Adding,        
“We will make a determination on this change, once we believe           
the forks are in a stable state. We may consider other factors            
such as market cap or community support to determine         
stability.” 

This seems to leave open the option for Bitcoin Cash to           
potentially become recognized as the official or dominant bitcoin         
chain. It is already being called the “the real bitcoin” by Roger Ver             
and Bitcoin.com and other influential people in the space.  
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Why Bigger Blocks (Bitcoin Cash) Will Win 

Personally, I'm betting Bitcoin Cash will be the big winner when all            
the dust settles. It has a bigger vision for on-chain scaling, better            
leadership, better tech, and it has the support of big miners, deep            
financial backing and influential media support. How many        
“altcoins” can claim the same resources? 

This is not to say that Bitcoin SegWit2x upgrade won’t win the            
market temporarily. But the potential for Bitcoin to entirely replace          
corrupt government currencies and predatory commercial banks       
is the vision I signed up for. In order for it to achieve that status, it                
must be instant, cheap, secure, private, permissionless, and it         
must be able to handle a shit-ton of transactions per second.  

Bitcoin Cash is focused on growing to that scale. Some          
applications require a commitment to microscopic fees and instant         
transactions for devs to justify spending time and money on          
projects where those attributes are crucial to its success. 
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Legacy Bitcoin Core (BTC) developers seem downright hostile to         
that vision. They are more focused on securing value for          
HODLers (speculators who don’t use bitcoin as currency). But         
BTC can't be a one-trick pony that only provides a store of value.             
Nearly all crypto assets secure digital scarcity like BTC does. As           
Bitcoin (BTC) becomes less useful as money, it will likely become           
less valuable in the market. 

As Roger Ver points out:  

 

I encourage you to read the responses beneath this tweet to get a             
sense of the sophomoric vitriol on the other side.  

In addition to having the support of someone as influential as           
Roger Ver, Bitcoin Cash also has other very prominent supporters          
like Jihan Wu, owner of Chinese mining giant Bitmain, and Jiang           
Zhuoer, founder of the world's third largest mining pool. 

Jiang Zhuoer recently told CoinDesk "To be honest, I do not care            
about bitcoin now, bitcoin cash is bitcoin. I earn by mining bitcoin,            
[selling it] and buying bitcoin cash. We mine for the most profit            
and buy bitcoin cash." 
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These heavyweights support Bitcoin Cash because it is more         
useful as money. It is bringing zombie Bitcoin projects back to life. 

Return of SatoshiDICE 

Remember the story of SatoshiDICE dying because the network         
got too slow and expensive? It's back in business thanks to           
Bitcoin Cash. 

Because Bitcoin Cash allows for instant settlements and tiny fees,          
it enables many other types of micropayment applications        
secured directly on the Bitcoin Cash blockchain. 

Return of Micropayments 

Ryan Charles was hired by Reddit to integrate Bitcoin into the           
“Front Page of the Internet.” When Reddit scrapped their         
blockchain plans, Ryan was still determined to monetize social         
media and news aggregation using Bitcoin micropayments. So he         
began working on a social blogging platform called Yours.org that          
included easy payment to content creators and a cost to comment           
to eliminate spam. 

Ryan originally wrote Yours' code for on-chain Bitcoin (BTC)         
micropayments. Yet network congestion made this microtipping       
model impossible. After a frustrating setback writing a bunch of          
code to be compatible with side payment channels, he decided to           
switch to Litecoin which relieved some issues, but only slightly.          
Then he tried Bitcoin Cash and everything worked! 

Ryan Charles writes: 

We watched the launch of Bitcoin Cash with great interest,          
because the commitment of the Bitcoin Cash community to         
on-chain scaling was music to our ears. Theoretically, with         
sufficient on-chain capacity, fees for on-chain transactions       
would be low enough to not need payment channels at all. 
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When it became clear that Bitcoin Cash was viable and          
could not die due to the EDA, we announced we were           
switching to Bitcoin Cash. We swallowed our pride and         
archived 10,000 lines of payment channel code and started         
using on-chain Bitcoin Cash transactions. This immediately       
improved our payment reliability to 100%, and relieved us of          
so much development burden that we have been able to          
move about 10 times faster iterating our product. We called          
the new product our beta and began adding features as          
quickly as possible, such as voting, paid comments, editing,         
a new UI, and a lot more. 

The primary difference between Bitcoin Cash and Litecoin is         
that Bitcoin Cash has fees for on-chain transactions that are          
about 0.15 cents most of the time. That is 0.0015 USD.           
Litecoin has fees of about 5 cents. Although Litecoin's fees          
are low by most payment system standards, they are not low           
enough to support native micropayments. Litecoin still needs        
payment channels for micropayments, which means the cost        
to our company is enormous to continue to develop and          
maintain the payment channel technology. 

Furthermore, the Litecoin community has a philosophical       
overlap with Bitcoin and is not committed to on-chain         
scaling. The Bitcoin Cash community, by contrast, is fully         
committed to on-chain scaling and intends to increase the         
block size as needed in order to ensure that fees remain low.            
This is a critical difference. By switching to Bitcoin Cash, we           
know we can rely on low fee transactions indefinitely without          
the need for payment channels. But with Litecoin, it was          
possible we would end up in the same situation we are today            
with Bitcoin, which is with fees so high that even with           
payment channels they are cost prohibitive for       
micropayments. 
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Our very own Vin Armani is switching many of his projects to            
Bitcoin Cash for the same reasons. Here's Vin demonstrating one          
of his early projects integrating cash hardware with casino games          
and on-chain bitcoin settlement: 

 

Technical Analysis of Bitcoin Cash 

A technical analyst on TradingView.com recently explained how        
Bitcoin Cash could take over as the dominant “bitcoin” chain. 

Because Bitcoin Core is only able to retarget difficulty every          
2016 blocks, regardless of how long those blocks take to be           
found. What this means is that if Bitcoin Core loses a lot of             
hashpower in late October or November to either S2X or          
Bitcoin Cash, that the Bitcoin Core chain may pile up beyond           
salvation with unconfirmed transactions and will be unable to         
extricate itself from the ensuing death spiral even if it          
miraculously received a difficulty re-target because of the        
1MB block size. 

Thus, it's important for every single Bitcoin Core holder to          
hold a hedge for this potential event, in my opinion. 
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I'm making the call now: Bitcoin Cash's current breakout is          
100% real. The bull flag, volume, and lack of hysterical          
Z-Cash 0.15% style pump are all major indicators. It is by no            
means finished. 

Cash will revisit $700 in the very short term future, and will            
suddenly make itself very, very relevant in the discussion of          
which chain will wear the Crown in November. 

This trader wrote this post a week ago when Bitcoin Cash (BCH)            
was $350. His price prediction was spot on. The price just           
surpassed $650. 

He predicts that “Greed and fever will set in when Bitcoin Cash            
breaks $1,000. Even Bitcoin Core has not seen the level of           
parabolic hysterical fever that is coming....And for one of the very           
rare times in history, everyone knows what Bitcoin Cash is worth           
if it becomes Bitcoin ($5,000+).” 

Conclusion 

In short, I believe in the vision of Bitcoin Cash and the people who              
support it. Ultimately, the winner will be determined by the market           
which is not always rational. Cryptocurrency is the poster child for           
irrational exuberance. It can take time to flesh out which          
technology works best for all parties involved. If the SegWit2X          
fork goes smoothly and is recognized as “Bitcoin” by miners and           
exchanges, you won’t need to do anything but enjoy the ride. If it             
ends up being another contentious fork, Bitcoin Cash may appear          
to be the most stable option. If that happens, a “flippening” may            
take place where BTC loses dominance to BCH.  

This is not financial advice. Just telling you what I’m doing and            
why. As a result of the current situation, my crypto holdings are            
allocated 50% Bitcoin Cash (BCH), 30% Bitcoin (BTC), 20% in          
top altcoins. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

October was a breakout month for Bitcoin with the cryptocurrency          
surging from roughly $4300 at the start of the month to over            
$7500 today. In addition, the market cap for all cryptocurrencies          
has broken the $200 billion level, up from about $145 billion at the             
start of October. The past month has seen a tremendous inflow of            
money into the market, and all signs point to much more on the             
way.  

Last month the CEO of Fidelity Investments (with $2.3 trillion          
under management), declared she was a firm believer in Bitcoin,          
and even disclosed that they have their own mining operation          
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setup. The company has over 40,000 employees and encourages         
them all to use BTC when buying coffee or food in the cafeteria.  

In addition to this, Fidelity now allows their clients to check their            
Bitcoin holdings on the company website. They have partnered         
with Coinbase (the largest BTC exchange in the USA) to enable           
this feature, and Fidelity customers are required to have a          
Coinbase account in order to use it. Fidelity has over 26 million            
customers, more than double the amount of Coinbase. There’s no          
telling how many of them will want to use this feature, but even a              
small percentage would result in millions of additional Coinbase         
users and subsequent BTC buyers. 

Despite valuations of most cryptocurrencies at all-time highs, and         
constant talk of Bitcoin all over the financial media, there’s one           
important point to consider: most investors still don’t own any.          
Most investors view setting up a wallet and funding it as enough            
of a roadblock and are now content to sit back and think they             
missed the boat. Most investors will make a mistake and          
eventually hop on when it’s much more convenient, and end up           
getting burned at the height of the bubble.  

An important point to consider is that the cryptocurrency market is           
still to illiquid for institutional money, with their trillions of dollars.           
They simply can’t participate in a market as tiny as this one, but             
that’s starting to change.  

Last month a company called LedgerX opened for business, with          
about 20 institutional clients. They began trading options and         
futures contracts based on Bitcoin. The trades were small (about          
$1 million total), but they were successful. In addition the CBOE           
plans to offer cash-settled Bitcoin futures in early 2018.  
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Functional options and futures markets pave the way for a simple           
Bitcoin ETF to be created, and once that is done the doors are             
open to every common stock investor in the country. The          
roadblock of setting up a wallet and funding it will be removed, as             
users can simply buy into Bitcoin in their existing brokerage          
accounts.  

If (or more likely when) this happens, the sky’s the limit on the             
upside. Speculative mania is well under way already, but once          
mainstream access is available, we could see this $200 billion          
market cap reach into the trillions easily.  

If you don’t own any Bitcoin we suggest using Coinbase to take            
your first position.  

Again, be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than           
you’re comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with price         
volatility, including swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

For those of you who held your Bitcoin on Jaxx at the time of the               
Bitcoin/Bitcoin Cash fork, Jaxx is still working on their BCH wallet.           
It has taken much longer than people anticipated, but they are           
making progress, and tests are going on daily. Once the wallet is            
available, your BCH will be reflected in your account. With BCH           
currently valued at close to $600 per coin, it’s a very nice profit for              
those of you who bought in pre-fork. We will continue to update            
you on progress as we hear about it.  

For a more in-depth dive into BTC vs BCH, please see the article             
above from Jeff Paul. 
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Silver Update 

 

October was a pretty quiet month for precious metals. Silver          
hovered between $16.70 and $17.50, with no major price swings          
either direction. With the stock market breaking out to fresh          
all-time highs, there’s less and less interest for safety among          
investors. Year to date silver is flat, a return of 0%. Gold is doing              
a little better, with a return of about 6%. The S&P 500 on the other               
hand is up about 14%.  

So it’s easy to see why investors and the financial media aren’t            
interested in the precious metals market right now. They’re slow          
and range bound. Until we see something that scares investors,          
the market will likely remain in this state. But, given the state of             
geopolitical relationships, and the frothy valuations in the equities         
market, it’s really just a matter of when something happens. And           
when that something does happen, expect both gold and silver to           
take off as investors run back to safety.  

In the current market, the best way to look at precious metals is             
like a low-priced insurance policy. Silver is flat year to date, it’s            
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underpriced relative to its historical value with gold, it has massive           
industrial use applications, and it has been considered “real         
money” and a store of value for over 6000 years. Empires, along            
with their respective currencies, have come and gone, but gold          
and silver to this day still remain as inflation-proof stores of value            
that aren’t dependent upon the good faith and credit of any           
institution.  

By holding a portion of your net worth in actual physical silver,            
you’re hedged against most financial catastrophes. Look at it as          
an insurance premium, and don’t expect it to generate massive          
returns, or even any returns. It can be viewed as a one-time cost             
for coverage where the benefits never expire. Looking at history,          
there will never be a point that gold and silver won’t be considered             
money.  

Even comparing silver to something new like Bitcoin, if you had to            
predict which one will be here 100 years from now, my money's            
on silver 100%. But if you had to predict which one could return             
50x your money, in relatively short order, the answer is Bitcoin all            
the way.  

View silver as a low-priced financial insurance, not an investment          
that’s supposed to make you rich. Most importantly, pick it up           
when it’s cheap and unwanted, as it is today.  

You can find great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals            
Exchange.  
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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